
Intermediate 5 

辭彙 

Words and Phrases 

拼音 

Pinyin 

詞類 

Parts of Speech 

英文解釋 

definition 
國 guó  (N) country, nation     

還是 háishì  (Adv) still, nevertheless     

海洋 hǎiyáng  (N) ocean, sea     

害 hài  (VA) to cause trouble to, to impair    

行 háng  (M) 
collective measure word for a 
number of persons or things in 
a line     

好好(兒) hǎohǎo (ér) (Adv) in perfectly good condition    

好處 hǎochù  (N) 
good, benefit, advantage, gain, 
profit     

好幾 hǎojǐ  (Det) quite a few     

好久 hǎojiǔ  (VS) for a long time     

好久不見 hǎojiǔbújiàn   long time no see     

好了 hǎole  (P) 
elucidating a previous 
proposition so as to diminish its 
effect     

好聽 hǎotīng  (VS) 
to be pleasant to listen to, 
pleasing to the ear, nice 
sounding      

好些 hǎoxiē  (Det) quite a lot, a lot of     

和 hé  (Prep) (together)with 

盒 hé  (M) 
container measure word for 
things in a box     

合作 hézuò  (VS) 
to cooperate, to collaborate, to 
work together     

黑板 hēibǎn  (N) blackboard     

後 hòu  (Det) later, succeeding     

後 hòu  (Post) after     

後天 hòutiān  (N) day after tomorrow     

湖 hú  (N) lake     

花 huā  (VA) to spend, to cost     

花 huā  (VS) flowery, florid, profligate     

還 huán (VA) 
to give back, to return, to repay, 
to give/ do sth. in return     

環境 huánjìng  (N) 
environment, surroundings, 
circumstances     

回 huí  (M) 
measure word for the times of 
an action     



辭彙 

Words and Phrases 

拼音 

Pinyin 

詞類 

Parts of Speech 

英文解釋 

definition 
回 huí  (VA) to return     

回答 huídá  (N) answer, reply     

回國 huíguó  (VA) to return to one's country     

會話 huìhuà  (N) 
conversation(as in language 
course)   

會議 huìyì  (N) meeting, conference     

活 huó  (VS) to be nimble     

活動 huódòng  (VA) to exercise, to move about    
火 huǒ  (N) fire     

忽然 hūrán  (Adv) suddenly     

互相 hùxiāng  (Adv) mutually, each other     

護照 hùzhào  (N) passport     

雞 jī  (N) chicken     

雞蛋 jīdàn  (N) hen's egg     

機器 jīqi  (N) machine     

繼續 jìxù  (VA) to continue, to go on     

急 jí  (VS) to be anxious, rushing     

擠 jǐ  (VA) 
to squeeze, to press; to jostle, 
to push against     

擠 jǐ  (VS) 
to be crowded, crammed, 
packed     

記 jì  (VS) 
to remember, bear in mind, 
commit to memory     

季節 jì jié  (N) season     

家 jiā  (M) 

(1)collective measure word for 
a family; (2)individual measure 
word for an institution, 
enterprise, unit, etc… 

家具 jiājù  (N) 
furniture, house furnishings, 
fittings     

假 jiǎ  (VS) 
to be false, fake, a sham, 
phony     

架 jià  (M) 

(1)individual measure word for 
big machines or the things with 
wooden or metal framework; 
(2)individual measure word for 
the small things with wooden or 
metal supports   

 


